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Direct Coulomb and Phonon-Mediated Coupling between Spatially Separated Electron Gases
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Momentum transfer due to electron-electron interaction between two quasi-two-dimensional electron
gases, whose edges are separated by a distance d, is studied at low temperatures (T). The coupling be-
tween the gases results from the direct Coulomb (screened) interaction and from the interaction mediat-
ed by virtual phonon exchange. The former has a T dependence and varies approximately as d for
large d. The latter depends very weakly on d and, combined with the former, accounts extremely well
for the T and d dependences of the relaxation time as measured by Gramila et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 66,
1216 (1991)].

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx

Coulomb coupling between two spatially separated
electron-gas layers has been predicted to influence the
transport properties of the individual gases [1,2]. This
has been confirmed recently by the observation [3] of a
contactless current in a semi-infinite three-dimensional
(3D) layer when an electric field was applied to a quasi-
two-dimensional electron gas (Q2DEG) 300 A apart and
vice versa. Very recently the coupling between two
Q2DEG's, forming a symmetric double quantum well,
was investigated [4,5]. When no current is allowed to
flow in the drag well, a voltage [4,5] is developed from
the accumulation of charges swept along the direction of
the electric field in the drag well; it is opposite to the
resistive voltage in the drive well and balances the drag
due to the interlayer interactions. Theoretical calcula-
tions [4,6] of the direct Coulomb scattering, with dynam-
ic screening, between electrons of two Q2DEG's, with

centers separated by a distance a, found that the induced
voltage should have an a and a T dependence. The
observation of appreciable deviations from a T depen-
dence [4] and the weak spacing dependence of these devi-
ations [5] led to the consideration of real [4] or virtual [5]
phonons as a second coupling mechanism. However, no
calculations were presented and real phonon exchange
was estimated [4] to be too weak to account for the ob-
servations. As a result the second coupling mechanism,
though considered, remained unidentified. In this Letter
we show that virtual phonon exchange between electrons
in the two ~elis leads to an important additional coupling
that depends very weakly on a. When combined with the
direct Coulomb coupling, it accounts extremely well for
the experimental observations [4,5]. At the same time,
we show that exchange of real phonons derived from the
usual "incoherent" electron-phonon scattering cannot ac-
count for the observation.

%e model the system with infinitely deep quantum
wells of width b and with their centers separated by a dis-
tance a. The many-body Hamiltonian describing this sys-

tem is

H(t) H, (t)+Hp(t)+H, p(t)+Hv(t)+Hi. (t). (1)
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Here, Vg is the measured drag voltage, L the length of
the specimen, n, (np) the 2D density of the drive (drag)
well, j, (jp) the corresponding 2D current density, and E
the electric field applied only in the drive well. F~~ is the
frictional force due to the phonon-mediated interaction;
the frictional force due to direct Coulomb, phonon, and

impurity scatterings [9] is

~rl
F'P= dz, , d(3)[II' V, t,p

—11' V, L p ] (4)

expressed in terms of II) =—II)(~(1;3), the nonequilibrium
polarizability, and t,p= ,t(p1;3),—the nonequilibrium
screened interaction between electrons in the a well and
the medium (phonons and impurities included). The ar-
guments in II'(I;2) and t,p(1;2) represent the correla-
tion between the space-time coordinates (xi, tl) and

(xq, t2) and f,",d(3) is a shorthand for fdx3 f,",dt3. The
appearance of the drag voltage Vo in Eq. (3) is due to the
accumulation of electrons at one end of the drag well. If

Here H, is the Hamiltonian of the electrons in the drive
well (a) and contains electron-electron, electron-impu-
rity, and electron-phonon interactions; the same holds for
Hp, the Hamiltonian of the electrons in the drag well (P).
H,p is the Coulomb interaction between electrons in the
two wells, H„ is the phonon Hamiltonian, and H; the im-

purity Hamiltonian. Tunneling between wells and the
vertex corrections of the three-point vertex function [see
Eq. (149) of Ref. [7]] are neglected for the confined de-
generate electron gases. However, the vertex correction
of the four-point vertex function [see Eq. (144) of Ref.
[7]] responsible for the coupling of electrons in different
wells will be retained in our calculation. The equation of
motion of the thermodynamic Green's function leads
[7,8] to the following coupled equations:
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the system is uniform, VD vanishes identically.
For weak electric fields, we may write j,~=n, ~vd'~

with v~ (vd) the corresponding drift velocities. Then the
forces can be linearized over the drift velocities giving
F'p= 0 "p(vd v—dp)+ (t);+Q,„)vd and FP'p= Qgp(vd
—vd). Here 0'p, 0 „, 0„, and Qgp are the relaxation
frequencies per unit area due to the direct Coulomb cou-

pling, phonon scattering, impurity scattering, and the
phonon-mediated electron-electron coupling, respectively.
In the steady state and in the absence of the drag current
(to = —~, jp=0), Eq. (3) gives enpV—o/I = (D,'p
+ 0 pp)v~ Ph. ysically, F;p is the frictional force without
consideration of the coupling vertex between electrons in

different wells obtained from the self-energy of electrons
(a well) given in Fig. 1(a) and Fgp is the frictional force
due to the coupling vertex. Since Vt)/vq depends only on

0,'p and 0 "p but not on the incoherent electron-phonon
coupling nor on the electron-impurity coupling, we con-
sider the Fourier component of the effective interaction
without impurity scattering [see Eq. (87) of Ref. [7]].
We then have
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FIG. l. (a) Self-energy diagram of electrons (a well) due to

mutual Coulomb scattering; (b) self-energy diagram of elec-
trons (a well) due to exchange of virtual phonons; (c) multiple
scattering of the coupling vertex; (d) modified self-energy dia-
gram of electrons (a well) due to exchange of virtual phonons.
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Here 11'p is the equilibrium polarizability of electrons, Dx(q;co) is the dressed phonon propagator, M(q;tox) is the
matrix element of the electron-acoustic phonon interaction, and co~ is the phonon frequency. The first term on the
right-hand side of Eq. (5) is the screened Coulomb potential, whereas the second term is the phonon-mediated interac-
tion which gives rise to the ordinary "incoherent phonon scattering" and the phonon-mediated electron-electron interac-
tion. If only the direct Coulomb scattering is considered and vertex corrections are neglected, we obtain, in the
random-phase approximation (RPA), 0,'p as

2JJ2 dto ~ I (qll J'(qJJ) I 2 (In(o) ) [+z(o)] I [~p(o)]
m* " 2)r e IJ-'+(qJJ ro) I'

with II+ —= II+ (qll, ro), v(qJJ) =2)re /qll, and J.'+(qJJ, o)) the equilibrium counterpart of e(qJJ, O)+i0+;cc) For small T,.
it can be shown that 0 ~ behaves quadratically with T as shown in Fig. 2. The solid, dashed, and dotted lines corre-
spond to the calculated 0,'p at separations of 175, 225, and 550 A, respectively. It behaves approximately as d at
constant T. However, electrons in the a well can exchange real and virtual phonons with electrons in the P well. This
leads to additional electron-electron couplings. The exchange of real phonons has an extremely small eff'ect on the cou-
pling compared to that involving virtual phonons because it is proportional to iM(q;to&)i as opposed to iM(q;co&)i for
virtual phonons. The extra factor of iM(q;tox)i comes directly from the nonequilibrium propagator [see Eq. (127) of
Ref. [7]]. For simplicity, we employ the jellium model for the lattice so that iM'(q;roz)i 2ne o)Jiqi . As for the
dressed phonon propagator, the static limit of the polarizations due to the electrons in both ~elis will be adopted here
since electrons can follow exactly the vibration of the acoustic phonons. In this case, the dressed phonon propagator [7]
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is given by Dx(q;ru) =2rux/(ru —
coi, ), the modified phonon modes co& by

l~„(q)I'li(-ik, ) I'
roZ =roi —2rox g " [II,(qt,.O) + IIp(qs,.O) ],

q, e+ qsO

the (virtual) phonon-mediated interaction vo by

(IO)

t o(qt, ru) =Z Ii( —tq. ) I
'I ~p(q) I

'/I e+ (qs;O) I '[2rou'(~
qz

and the form factor by

I( —i q. )=8-ir sin (q, b/2) /q, b(q, b —4z ) .

For very thin wells (b 0), we have

1=24«'ll( —tq:) I'/Iql'- 2«'/Iqtl .
Vz

For finite b, I reduces to [I+N(()]2« /iqsi. The extra
factor N(() depends on the detailed structure of the wave
function of electrons in the wells. For infinitely deep
quantum wells, N(() =[Sir sinh((/2)/[g(g +4m )]) —

1

and it is very small compared to one for thin wells. This
is also the case when b is finite and q, 0, i.e., for long
wavelength (exchanged) phonons [10]. To reduce the nu-
merical work, we use the thin-well approximation and the
jellium model for vo. To understand the validity of the
latter, we compute Mp from first principles using the
monopole term of the electron-ion interaction instead of
the usual parametrized interaction iM„'(q)i =D q/2pt,
since D, the deformation potential, is the Fourier trans-
form of the electron-ion interaction [11] times the num-
ber density of the lattice N. In other words, i'(q)(
=8(«N) /q pt', Here p is the lattice density and t,
the speed of sound in GaAs. With this, Eq. (10) becomes

~' =~i —o o [ri.(qt.,o)+ III, (qt, o)]2«'/q te+(qll O),
where coo =4«N /p. With p =5.36 g/cm and N

' —nip)],
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—4.5 x 10 cm for GaAs, o)0—10' sec '. Because
of the Fermi factors in Optt [cf. Eq. (13)] and the factor

Q)g in vo, the dominant contribution to Q ~p comes
from ro-kaT-re, and ksT/h-7&& IO" sec '-nio at
T-5 K. When rox=nio (jellium model), rox will further
reduce to rox rox/e+(qt', 0), and

-22''e COgi'o(qt') = (I I)
lqtI ~+(qt'O) ro —nii

The separation dependence of vo is through e+(qt, O) and
is very weak. The deviations h, vo from this value of vo,
obtained in the jellium model for very thin wells, are
given by /t vo=f, (q, co)vo with f„(q,ro) depending weakly
on q and ro. For simplicity, we take f„constant and use
for the total vo the value above multiplied by 1+f„.

Because of m —kqT —coq, vertex corrections have to be
taken into account [Eq. (138) of Ref. [7]]. The addition-
al contribution to the self-energy of electrons in the drive
well (a) due to this effect is illustrated [8,11] in Fig.
I (b). The coupling-vertex T,/i involves multiple scatter-
ing between electrons in the two wells as shown in Fig.
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FIG. 2. The relaxation frequency per temperature squared
(per unit area) due to mutual Coulomb scattering tt'p as a
function of temperature at separations of 175 A (solid line),
225 A (dashed line), and 500 A (dotted line). The 2D electron
density is I.5 x I 0 "/cm 2.

T (A)

FIG. 3. The relaxation frequency per temperature squared
(per unit area) due to both mutual Coulomb scattering and ex-
change of virtual phonons rn '/T as function of temperature at
ditferent separations. The 2D electron density is 1.5x IO "/cm'
and the parameter f, is 0.053 and 0 for the solid and dashed
curves, respectively. The solid circles are the experimental re-
suIts of Ref. [4]. Inset: Contribution to rD '/T2 due to ex-
change of virtual phonons Qgs/T2 as a function of temperature.
The solid, dashed, and dotted curves correspond to separations
of 175, 225, and 500 A, respectively.
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sume that vo is a slowly varying function of qtt since qtt,

proportional to the momentum transfer, is very small

compared to the screening wave vector. With these ap-
proximations, T, tt( I, 2;34)=t u(I;3)b(1;2)b(3;4), and

therefore the additional self-energy of the electrons in the
drive well due to the virtual phonon exchange, illustrated
in Fig. 1(b), becomes Fig. 1(d) with

2.5
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~'/T

(10 isec K )

0.5—
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FIG. 4. ra '/T' as a function of temperature for d 175 A.
The solid curve is for n, ns-l. 5 xlO"/cm2 and the dashed

one is for the same n, and ntt 2n, /3

1 (c). For simplicity, we approximate Eq. (11)by

2

(p ) 2trh 40 (12)
m ca gu fl tPiit /4m

and gu tu&exp[ —h vu(0;0)/m e ]. In Eq. (12), Pii is

the total momentum of two electrons in both wells in-

volved in multiple scattering. In general, F u is very small

compared to the Coulomb interaction except at the ener-
I I I I I I gy range when ta is in the neighborhood of gu and PiJ is

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
small. In this range, we have extremely strong phonon-
mediated interaction comparable to the Coulomb interac-
tion. Only those electrons moving opposite to each other
(Pii pi+p2 0) with more or less the same value of
momentum will contribute to this coupling significantly.
On the other hand, this phonon-mediated coupling will be
very small if the electron densities in the wells are

( . ) 2 2(1 if ) ( )/t t ( .0) different since only electrons near the Fermi level will

take part in multiple scattering and Pii=piF+p2FeO.
[ri+(x) is the Heaviside step function], and we further as- Thus, the contribution to the relaxation frequency is

g tu +(Po;ta)t'q' Im [11,"']Im [II@'], (13)

with Pu (2m teF' —erat)
' /ft and r u+(Pii, ca) =Go(Pii,'to

+iO+); eF' and eg are the corresponding Fermi energies
of electrons in the two wells. For fF'=eg, Qt'tt/T is al-
most independent of the separation and it exhibits a max-
imum as shown in the inset of Fig. 3. Similar behavior
is also observed in Ref. [12]. In Fig. 3, we plot
(0,'tt+ O, t'tt)//T versus the temperature for f, =0 (dashed
curves) and f, 0.053 (solid curves) at different separa-
tions; the latter are in excellent agreement with the ex-
perimental results [4,5] indicated by solid circles. For
eF~eg, i.e., for different densities the maximum dimin-
ishes as shown in Fig. 4. This is due to the fact that elec-
trons in the two wells which take part in multiple scatter-
ing and have energies close to the respective Fermi levels
cannot have the same magnitude in momentum (PtWO).
Thus, contributions from 0"~ will be smaller because of
the broadening of &~0.

In summary, we have shown that the reported [4,5] de-
viations of separation and temperature dependences of
the Coulomb coupling between two separated quantum
wells from those calculated earlier [4,6] can be well ac-
counted for by inclusion of virtual phonon exchange be-
tween electrons in the two wells. Real phonon exchange
is too small to account for these deviations.
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